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1 Summary

We report here a detailed performance study of the RegCM package on two
di!erent kinds of computational architectures: SMP machines and clusters
formed by SMP machines. Code absolute performance was measured on
di!erent kinds of SMP machines together with intra- and inter-node scal-
ability. High throughput usage of a SMP machine with a relatively high
numbers of cores was also analyzed.

Platforms tested include Sissa and ICTP production systems plus some
bleeding edge platforms made available by di!erent hardware vendors.

Some observations and plans for future enhancement of the code are also
presented at the end of this report.

2 Architectures and methodology

The architectures used to perform all the tests in this report were based
on both Intel and AMD processors. The details of the single machines are
reported in table 1 for Intel CPUs and in table 2 for AMD’s. Details on
memory hierarchies are presented in table 3.

Some of the above machines are routinely used as production systems at
Sissa/eLab and ICTP. In particular zebra and blade machines are actually
building bricks of a larger cluster of respectively 20 and 88 nodes intercon-
nected via Infiniband high performance network. The myri machines are
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name Intel CPU type cores/chip cores/node
zebra Xeon E5420 2.5GHz 4 8
cl-dell Xeon X7460 2.66GHz 6 24
nehaboy “Nehalem” 2.4GHz 4 8

Table 1: Intel Xeon based machines

name AMD CPU type cores/chip cores/node
blade Opteron 280 2.4GHz 2 4
myri Opteron 275 2.2GHz 2 4
bcx Opteron 2216 2.4GHz 2 4
cl-100 Opteron 885 2.6GHz 2 16
sun-test Opteron 8384 2.7GHz 4 32

Table 2: AMD Opteron based machines

Cache Memory
L1 L2 L3 Type Speed Total
KB MB MB (MHz) (Gb)

zebra 64 12 0 FB-DIMM 667 16
cl-dell 64 9 16 FB-DIMM 667 48

nehaboy 64 1 8 DDR3 1066 6
blade 128 1 0 DDR 400 8
myri 128 1 0 DDR 400 4
bcx 128 1 0 DDR2 400 8

cl-100 128 1 0 DDR 400 32
sun-test 64 2 6 DDR2 667 64

Table 3: Memory/cache details (L1 per core, L2 per chip, L3 per chip)
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part of a smaller 13-nodes cluster interconnected by Myrinet high perfor-
mance network. Finally, the bcx machines are part of the IBM BCX/5120
cluster deployed at Cineca.

We note than that the reported results with 16 processors on the nehaboy
machine refer to runs with Intel’s SMT technology enabled.

Results reported on sun-test with 64 processors refer to the coupling of
two identical SMP machines connected in a point-to-point way by Infiniband
high performance network.

Every test presented in the following sections was run six times and the
wall clock time was measured via the /usr/bin/time system tool. The figures
presented here are all based on average times computed from the timings
measured in the di!erent runs.

The tests were always run exclusively on the machine, that is ensuring
that no other CPU consuming process was active.

RegCM was compiled with the same software stack to ensure software
uniformity among di!erent machines was respected. In detail the Intel For-
tran Compiler 10.1.018 was used in combination with OpenMPI 1.2.8 li-
braries. The options passed to the compiler were the following: -fpe3 -tpp7
-cm -convert big endian.

3 Microbenchmarks

3.1 HPL

To asses the raw computing power and overall capabilities of the available
architectures the classic High Performance Linpack benchmark was used
(now included in the HPC Challenge1 suite). The Linpack benchmark,
which essentially performs an LU factorization, measures peak numerical
performance rather than “real world” performance and is therefore called
a micro-benchmark. Details of the performed benchmarks are available in
table 4.

The measured performance in Gflops is displayed in figure 1 and shows
that in terms of sheer computing power the multicore architectures deliver
all the goods. We see that the 24-core cl-dell and 32-core sun-test machines
provide roughly ten times more power than the 4-core blade node.

In figure 2 we can see though that the 8-core zebra machine achieves a
better Gflop per core ratio than other architectures indicating that perfor-
mance bottlenecks might arise when increasing the number of cores sharing

1see icl.cs.utk.edu/hpcc
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the same memory. Due to the same reasons, the relative di!erence between
blade and sun-test is greatly reduced when considering the Gflops/core ratio.

Results of the HPL benchmark on nehaboy were judged not significant
due to the insu"cent memory size that does not allow to run the test with
a big enough matrix dimension.

name perf. (Gflops) Matrix size (N) RAM used (est.)
zebra 67 40000 75%
cl-dell 152 65000 66%
blade 15 28000 73%
cl-100 56 55000 70%
suntest 160 78000 71%

Table 4: HPL results summary

3.2 STREAM

The STREAM benchmark2 measures sustainable memory bandwidth (in
Gb/s) and the corresponding computation rate for simple vector kernel.
STREAM performs operations where memory accessing events dominate
over floating point operations and thus essentialy measures the bandwidth
between memory and CPU.

The considered version was the one available in the HPCC suite, which
measures the bandwidth with only one CPU used (SingleSTREAM ) and
the bandwidth using all the available CPUs (StarSTREAM ). The results
reported in table 5 are the results obtained from the COPY routine of the
test, which copies a matrix from one memory location to another. Other
STREAM routines perform in almost the same way.

Generally we see a dramatic decrease in bandwidth when all the available
CPUs access the memory concurrently. The smaller machines equipped
with AMD Opteron CPUs (blade, cl-100 ), thanks to their on-chip memory
controller, manage to loose only about 40% of the bandwidth. Anyway,
when the number of cores fills the architectural limits, as in the 32-core
sun-intel, we experience the loss of almost 80% of the peak bandwidth.

The machines based on Intel penultimate generation of processors are all
definitely limited by the shared memory bus and the memory bandwidth on
concurrent accesses is reduced by almost 80%. In figure 3 we see that using

2see http://www.cs.virginia.edu/stream/
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Figure 1: absolute Linpack performance

name Single (Gb/s) Star (Gb/s) Used mem. (Gb)
zebra 2.818 0.784 1.49
cl-dell 2.265 0.399 1.35
blade 2.490 1.455 1.46
cl-100 2.204 0.899 1.41
sun-test 2.726 0.557 1.42
nehaboy 8.011 3.741 0.58

Table 5: STREAM results summary
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Figure 2: relative Linpack performance
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Figure 3: Memory bandwidth measured with StarSTREAM
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all the available cores, the Opteron-based blade delivers roughly two times
the memory bandwidth of zebra and more than three times the bandwidth
of cl-dell.

The new generation of Intel processors codenamed “Nehalem” imple-
ments a Non-Uniform Memory Architecture (NUMA) similar to the one
implemented in AMD Opterons and delivers a good overall performance
(see table 5). Using all 8 processors the memory bandwidth is reduced only
by 53%, which is comparable to AMD equipped machines. The “Nehalem”
delivers actually the best absolute performance, being roughly three times
better than sun-test, which is based on the latest AMD CPU codenamed
“Shanghai”.

3.3 IMB

The Intel MPI Benchmark can measure network performance in terms of
bandwidth and latency using various MPI routines. We chose the simplest,
PingPong, which exchanges packages of increasing size between two MPI
processes. By assigning each process to a di!erent node you can measure
the inter-node latency and bandwidth that the network infrastructure can
provide.

In table 6 we can see that Infiniband 20G achieves the best performance
both in terms of latency and bandwidth, while the slower 10G variant pro-
vides a 25% longer latency and 40% smaller bandwith. The older Myrinet
network has a twice as long latency and provides 70% less bandwidth than
Infiniband 20G. In figure 4 the bandwidth is plotted as a function of the
packet size.

If we consider the available bandwidth for each CPU core (table 6) we
see that more cores are available on each node, faster network will be re-
quired for communications bound codes. In the case of sun-test with 32
cores an Infiniband 10G network is insu"cient to provide good inter process
communication speed as the bandwidth available to each process is much
smaller than on machines with less cores (e.g. blade).
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name network latency peak bw bw/core
zebra Infiniband 20G 4 907 113
blade Infiniband 10G 5 560 140
myri Myrinet 2G 11 214 54
bcx Infiniband 20G 4 857 214
sun-test Infiniband 10G n.a. 690 22

Table 6: Network latency (in µs) and bandwidth (in Mb/s)

Figure 4: Network bandwidth
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4 RegCM performance

The two case studies provided by the RegCM group at ICTP simulate the
climate over the Mozambique-Madagascar region for one month of simula-
tion time. The grid used in Africatest4 is 120!128!18, while in Africatest-6
the grid is 220x240x18.

The Africatest-4 benchmark’s memory footprint is around 500 Mbytes
and the cost of I/O is negligible with parallel filesystems. According to our
estimate the idle time of the processes is two orders of magnitude lower than
the running time of the benchmark.

4.1 Africatest-4

Tables 8 and 9 display all the results from Africatest-4 gathered on the
test machines, which are divided in cluster and SMP. In table 7 the most
significant results are compared and the best performances highlighted.

When we consider multicore SMP machines (table 8), we note that the
performances are very di!erent wether they are based on Intel or AMD
CPUs. Intel CPUs are up to 30% faster when using 4 CPUs, but they scale
badly and are outperformed when using more CPUs.

In particular we note the poor performance of cl-dell both in terms of
absolute performance and of scalability, which is almost null beyond 8 CPUs.

On the other hand the other massive multicore machine (sun-test) shows
good absolute performance and excellent scalability when using up to 8
CPUs. The latter is reduced greatly when using 16 or 32 CPUs and even
more when using 64 CPUs through the network. Absolute performance is
still decent though. Such a behavior suggests that nodes with two quad-core
CPUs (8 total cores) could be very suitable as building bricks of a cluster.

The new generation Intel CPU “Nehalem” performance up to 8 cores
is the absolute best among the tested machines and the intra-node scala-
bility is very good. Surprisingly using 16 virtual cores with SMT enabled
only the zebra nodes perform slightly better. Machines with two quad-core
“Nehalem” CPUs could be excellent nodes in a cluster.

The overall observation is that RegCM scales well on cluster machines
with a limited number of cores per node (see table 9). Clusters built with
4 cores per node (blade, bcx and myri) show similar performance and near
optimal scalability (see figure 5). We can clearly see that zebra, which has
8 cores on each node, scales worse. Using 4 CPUs zebra is 40% faster than
blade, using 32 CPUs it is only 7% faster and using 64 CPUs zebra is actually
slower than blade.
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We notice also that myri, which has the slowest network, still manages
to scale almost as well as blade and much better than zebra, which has a
10 times faster network, but also twice the number of cores that share the
same network interface.

CPU no. zebra blade nehaboy sun-test
4 10022 16539 8514 10483
8 7116 8835 5008 5417
16 4170 4820 4276 3435
32 2735 2928 n.a. 3150
64 2054 1831 n.a. 2825

Table 7: Compared results (best performance in bold)

CPU no. cl-dell nehaboy sun-test cl-100
4 11410 8514 10483 17073
8 8210 5008 5417 10153
16 7901 4276 3435 8859

Table 8: Results overview on SMP machines

CPU no. zebra blade bcx myri
4 10022 16539 16987 18002
8 7116 8835 8896 9446
16 4170 4820 4975 5432
32 2735 2928 2965 3436
64 2054 1831 2065 n.a.

Table 9: Results overview on cluster nodes

4.2 Africatest-6

In order to understand if the poor performance observed on cl-dell with the
Africatest-4 benchmark could be related to the fact that we used a number of
processes which was a multiple of 4, while each chip had 6 cores. A particular
benchmark named Africatest-6 with a computational grid dividable by 6 was
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Figure 5: Africatest-4 scalability
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therefore used. Overall results on cl-dell are compared with some cluster
architectures in table 10.

We can notice that Africatest-6 does not scale on cl-dell and the perfor-
mance is actually worse when using all 24 cores in comparison with the case
when only 12 processors are used. On the contrary on blade nodes the code
scales almost optimally up to 48 processors (12 nodes) and at least decently
up to 120 processors (30 nodes).

Although using only 6 cores cl-dell delivers the best performance, when
increasing the number of employed cores the best absolute performance in
this case is obtained on zebra nodes. We can again note that blade node
have a worse per node performance, but scale better than zebra nodes. With
6 processors the latter are 25% faster, with 48 processors they are only 4%
faster, with 80 processors blade outperforms zebra.

This facts are evident when comparing the scalability of all the consid-
ered architectures (figure 6). All three clusters considered scale well (blade
better than zebra), while cl-dell does not scale at all.

CPU no. zebra cl-dell blade myri
6 32789 30730 43515 43763
12 17828 29024 21446 23782
24 11692 34142 12651 13272
48 7564 n.a. 7853 n.a.
80 6053 n.a. 5655 n.a.
120 n.a. n.a. 4390 n.a.

Table 10: Compared results (best performance in bold)

4.3 Processor and memory a!nity

The OpenMPI environment supports processor and memory a"nity, so pro-
cesses can be locked to a specific physical CPU (or core in this case) and
consequently the memory accessed by the process is confined to a specific
area. In our case processor and memory a"nity is enforced via the libnuma
library3.

After having observed unusually big fluctuations in the measured times
(standard deviation up to 20% of the mean wall clock time), especially on
AMD equipped machines, we investigated the impact of a"nity on RegCM

3see oss.sgi.com/projects/libnuma
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Figure 6: Africatest-6 scalability
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performance. Only the most representative SMP machines were tested with
a"nity enabled, while the impact of a"nity on cluster machines was con-
sidered irrelevant.

To see if RegCM benefits from processor and memory a"nity on mas-
sive multicore machines several tests were run using both Africatest-4 and
Africatest-6. In tables 11–13 comparative results are displayed. What we
see is that enabling the a"nity decreases the standard deviation of measured
wall-clock time up to two orders of magnitude, in particular when not all of
the available cores are used. On cl-dell this actually translates in a signif-
icant increase (around 10%) of the mean measured performance, while on
sun-test the performance increases by 6% only when using the full machine
(32 cores), otherwise it decreases with a"nity enabled.

In conclusion we can say that with RegCM the a"nity mechanism can
help to squeeze the most out of SMP machines, but should be used carefully,
depending on the machine and on the number of cores used.

CPU no. av. wct (a!.) s. d. (a!.) av. wct s. d.
4 9931 32 11410 709
8 6885 13 8210 1618
16 7582 13 7901 340

Table 11: Impact of cpu/memory a"nity on cl-dell

s

CPU no. av. wct (a!.) s. d. (a!.) av. wct s. d.
6 6526 11 6977 581
12 5446 13 6296 1018
24 7622 17 7660 19

Table 12: Impact of cpu/memory a"nity on cl-dell (Africatest-6 )

4.4 Concurrent runs on multicore architectures

On clima100, cl-dell and sun-test multiple runs of the two benchmarks were
performed concurrently in order to asses the e"ciency of machines with
many cores when used by hypothetical users at the same time. We name
this “high-throughput” usage. Table 14 and 15 report the average times
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CPU no. av. wct (a!.) s. d. (a!.) av. wct s. d.
4 13254 8 10483 41
8 6519 4 5417 107
16 3632 16 3435 51
32 2955 13 3150 57

Table 13: Impact of cpu/memory a"nity on sun-test

obtained when running concurrently two and three di!erent runs of the
Africatest-4/6 benchmarks. As expected the absolute performance per run
decreases with respect to a single 8, 16 or 32 cores run.

The evaluation and comparison of performances is carried out through
a speedup measure defined as

S =
ntcts
t2c

(1)

where tc is the average time of a concurrent run, ts is the average time of a
single run and n is the number of concurrent runs. Antother useful measure
is the e"cency defined as

E =
ts
tc

. (2)

In table 16 speedup and e"cency are considered for multiple runs of
Africatest-4. The single run times considered are those using 8 and 16 CPUs.
The first thing that we notice is that there’s no reason to run concurrently on
clima100 because the speedup is only slightly bigger than 1 when compared
to the 16-CPU single run. In fact the machine is used more e"cently by
employing all 16 cores in the same run of the program.

The case of cl-dell is a bit di!erent as a decent speedup is achieved
especially if running concurrently 3 di!erent runs of the program. That is
mainly due to the poor scalability of the code on this machine as displayed
in figure 5. In this case the concurrent option is favourably compared to
running a single 16 cores run of the code. Similar considerations apply to
Africatest-6 results displayed in table 17, where running concurrently up to
three di!erent copies of the program is preferable to using all the 24 cores
for a single run, even because the scalability is so bad that a better single
run performance is achieved when using only 12 CPUs (see table 10).

The scalability beyond 8 CPUs on sun-test is bad (see fig. 5), so two
concurrent runs with 16 processes can be favorably compared to a single
16 or 32 processes run. As in the case of cl-dell this fact is mainly due to
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the poor scalability observed rather than good load balancing of concurrent
memory accesses.

mach. CPU no. av. wct (sec.) std. dev.
cl-dell 8 8210 1773

8+8 11829 1078
8+8+8 15758 467

cl-100 8 10153 244
8+8 15935 977

sun-test 16 3435 51
32 3150 56

16+16 5358 297

Table 14: Concurrent runs of Africatest-4 overview

test CPU no. av. wct (sec.) std. dev.
cl-dell 6 30730 1631

6+6 42062 2866
6+6+6 57350 908

Table 15: Concurrent runs of Africatest-6 overview

5 Conclusions on RegCM performance

In previous sections it was shown that RegCM performs much better on
distributed memory, cluster-type architectures than on shared memory mul-
tiprocessor machines. Even when considering cluster machines those with a
limited number of cores scale better than the ones with more than 4 cores
per node.

When running on SMP machines RegCM benefits greately from AMD
processors’ on-chip memory controller, which allows the code to scale better
with respect to the Intel processors that use a shared memory bus. When
using only a limited amount of cores (e.g. using only one physical chip)
the Intel’s Xeons have their revenge performing much better than AMD’s
Opterons. The new “Nehalem” processor developed by Intel, which uses
a solution similar to AMD’s Opteron on-chip memory controller, performs
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name CPUs CPUc S E
cl-100 8 8+8 1.27 64%

16 8+8 1.11 55%
cl-dell 8 8+8 1.39 69%

8+8+8 1.56 52%
16 8+8 1.34 67%

8+8+8 1.50 50%
sun-test 16 16+16 1.28 64%

32 16+16 1.18 59%

Table 16: Speedup and e"cency of Africatest-4 concurrent runs

name CPUs CPUc S E
cl-dell 6 6+6 1.46 73%

6+6+6 1.61 54%
12 6+6 1.38 69%

6+6+6 1.52 51%
24 6+6 1.66 83%

6+6+6 1.83 61%

Table 17: Speedup and e"cency of Africatest-6 concurrent runs
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very well. Scalability is promising but we did not manage to test it in a real
cluster configuration.

5.1 Notes on compiling and running RegCM

In previous sections it was shown that RegCM, when run on a cluster, scales
nicely and therefore improving the performance does not seem a priority
issue.

We should note in fact that the portability of the code is a matter of
greater concern. At present it is very limited as the code compiles only with
the Intel Fortran compiler, which is notorious for loose syntax control and
agressive optimization. Numerical stability and correctness are still open
issues on di!erent microarchitectures (eg. Intel EM64T vs. AMD64) and
should be investigated thoroughly and systematically.

Moreover the number of processors with which RegCM runs is hardcoded
requiring a recompile at each run. In case of a processor number mismatch
the error message printed by the code is unclear as it just points out that
the number of processors selected is wrong. A suggested modification could
be to use MPI variables to set the number of processors at run-time and in
case the selected number of processors is incompatible with the chosen grid
display a clear error message stating what the allowed choices are.

RegCM handles all directory/file operations inside the code, which is
not a very good practice as it sometimes leads to errors specially on net-
work/parallel filesystems, which might not process applications’ requests
with the same speed as local ones. During the runs used for this report sev-
eral file creation errors were noticed, mostly due to the hardcoded directory
handling mechanism. The operating system would not manage to create the
output directory for example before the program would start writing files in
it, thus ending abruptly the run.

The directory creation, input file renaming/removal should be handled
all outside the actual code. The directory tree could be created in advance
or better all of the aforementioned operations could be performed by an
easily modifiable and verifiable shell script.

Our final suggestion is to concentrate first on making RegCM a portable
and more transparently usable code and then try to improve its performance,
as the second is generally a much more demanding task.
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